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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.01 Managing two models in parallel is undesirable as a permanent solution

E1. Adopting a permanent economic solution that allows ISPs to choose between either the 
flat rate business model approved in TRP 2011-704 or the CBB on Business Model 
introduced by the Commission in Decision 2012-60 will simply undermine the goal 
behind the application of  the CBB model.  The CBB on Business Model allows ISPs who 
decide not to split their traffic to benefit from a 10% discount for their business end-users 
to account for what the Commission referred to as "potential double-counting for 
business usage".  However, the Companies believe there is no such double-counting of 
usage.  Since the Commission offered ISPs this option, not one of  the ISPs that 
subsequently cancelled their planned realm splitting as a result of  the Decision, has 
ordered additional CBB.  Clearly, this indicates that the capacity these ISPs had ordered 
from the Companies initially for their residential customers is also sufficient to address 
the traffic for their business end-users.  In effect, the Commission has ordered a windfall 
for ISPs with business end-users.

E2. Mandating two options will only exacerbate the arbitrage opportunity.  ISPs with low 
volume users will choose the CBB option.  ISPs with high volume users will choose the 
unlimited option.  The usage assumptions built into the existing business GAS rate are 
based on average users, not only high users.  Adopting the two models would require a 
complete rethink of the assumed average usage for the unlimited usage option.  The 
existing business access rate would clearly have to be increased significantly.  But 
whatever rate is ultimately chosen, the ISPs would always be able to arbitrage the 
difference between these two rates in order to decrease their payments to the 
Companies.

E3. In addition, the Companies reiterate the point that applying the CBB on Business Model 
on a permanent basis contradicts statements made by the Commission before the 
Parliamentary Committee that was called upon to assess the issue of  usage charges.  
During this review, the CRTC Chairman, reassured the Parliamentary Committee that 
charges would not be applied on business traffic.1  Proposing any model which imposes 
charges on business traffic would be inconsistent with the Commission's recent 
statements meant to alleviate the Parliamentary Committee's concerns regarding the 
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1  Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, 3 February  2011, Mr. Konrad W. von Finckenstein at 
pages 4, 9 and 14.



implementation of economic ITMPs as well as the Commission's own recent directive in 
TRP 2011-704.

1.02 Realm splitting is not overly burdensome

E4. CNOC has attempted to portray the separation of traffic as an insurmountable 
implementation issue alluding that this issue was not considered by the Commission 
prior to issuing its decision.  The Companies note that, on the contrary, this issue was 
highlighted to the Commission and was also discussed at the hearing.  It was equally 
clear at the hearing that separation of  business and residential traffic would entail some 
costs and implementation efforts by the ISPs themselves.

E5. The Companies note that CNOC has provided no factual evidence to support its 
arguments on the complexity of  realm splitting or with regard to the number of  end-users 
that would be affected.  CNOC relies instead on broad statements that the Companies' 
proposed implementation is burdensome and would require months or potentially years 
to implement.  On the contrary, the Companies estimate that only a small minority of 

their total GAS end-user base would be affected by realm splitting.2

E6. Realm splitting is not something new  and not all end-users need to change realms.  In 
fact, many ISPs have already established multiple realms.  If  an ISP determines that 
some of its end-users must change realms, it would provide the end-users which must 
change realms with new  IDs associated with a realm which the ISP would have 
previously identified for business or residential use only.  The ISP would then 
communicate with its end-users to ask them to change their IDs.  Some ISPs even have 
the ability to remotely change such IDs on behalf  of their customers.  Within moments 
from login, end-users can resume transmitting traffic.

1.03 Capacity cannot be managed on an aggregate basis

E7. ISPs must order capacity in increments on a per AHSSPI basis, not on an aggregated 
basis because of the realities of  the Companies' networks.  Capacity in the Companies' 
networks is not managed on an aggregate basis across multiple AHSSPIs located in 
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various routing and switching equipment and in different central offices.3   As such, 

ordering capacity on a per AHSSPI basis is the only technical solution available.

E8. However, this does not mean that an ISP with 23 AHSSPIs, for example, must order 100 
Mbps upgrades on each and every one of those 23 AHSSPIs.  ISPs can determine which 
realms should be associated to which AHSSPIs, electing to send some of its traffic on 
some interfaces and not on others, thereby obviating the need to purchase equal 
amounts of capacity on each AHSSPI.   These are traffic management decisions that 
ISPs (especially large ones) are able to make.  The Companies believe that this was 
precisely the Commission's intent when it stated that the approved capacity model 
"appropriately shifts to the independent service providers the risk and responsibility 
associated with planning and managing the impact their customers will have on the 

network providers' networks".4

E9. Contrary to statements by Vaxination and CNOC, link aggregation, a functionality which 
allows network operators to logically group multiple physical links together to look like 
one link, is not a solution that will enable capacity to be managed on an aggregate basis.  
This functionality has only been implemented by the Companies in very limited 
circumstances due to its complexity.  It is not in use for AHSSPI links and the Companies 
note that MTS Allstream supports the Companies' position by stating that the capability 
to purchase capacity dynamically to one or more interfaces is "well beyond the 
functionality that MTS Allstream provides for its own retail Internet services."5  The 
complexity is caused by the fact that the link aggregation standard is very flexible and 
varies across different vendors' equipment, thereby making interconnection between the 
Companies' network and the wide variety of equipment used by different ISPs 
impossible to manage.  In addition, where ISPs purchase other services from the 
Companies that use the same AHSSPI but which also require an additional Ethernet 
switch (e.g., as is the case for High-Speed Access service), the link aggregation 
functionality will not work in the presence of the additional switch due to the way in which 
the link aggregation standard has been defined.
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3  The Companies, 13 February 2012 Comments, paragraphs 40 to 42.

4  TRP 2011-703, paragraph 54.

5  MTS Allstream comments, paragraph 23.



1.04 Dynamic allocation of bandwidth is not viable

E10. Although CNOC, in its Part 1 Application, recommended that bandwidth be dynamically 
allocated between interfaces as a solution to ISPs potentially purchasing more capacity 
than they actually need, it appears now  that CNOC has given surprisingly little thought to 
how  its technical solution could, in fact, be implemented.  In its 8 March 2012 response 
to the Commission's question of how  dynamic allocation of  capacity could be 
implemented, CNOC answered that:

There are two possible overall approaches to address this type of implementation 
issue. One is technical and the other is economic. CNOC has not yet 
determined the details  of a technical solution. If  such a solution is too 
complex, then an economic solution would be appropriate.6 [Emphasis added]

E11. The Companies examined in detail the use of  dynamic RADIUS in their 
13 February 2012 Comments.  While such a solution may provide the ability to 
dynamically allocate bandwidth, the Companies identified numerous issues rendering 

the solution completely unusable.7

E12. While now  distancing itself from the use of dynamic RADIUS, CNOC instead suggests 
two alternative economic solutions:  (i) allow  ISPs to correlate pre-purchased CBB to 
their peak usage across all interfaces rather than pay for the capacity of their links; and 
(ii) reduce capacity charges to such a low  level that ISPs no longer object to buying 
capacity.  Both proposals are simply an attempt by CNOC to re-introduce the 95th 
percentile model, which was already considered by the Commission and rejected.  By 
approving the CBB model, the Commission was creating the appropriate financial 
incentives for ISPs to manage their capacity while allowing the incumbents to recover 
their costs.  Adopting either of CNOC's proposed solutions would defeat the 
Commission's objectives.

1.05 Redundancy questions have already been addressed in the proceeding leading to 
TRP 2011-703

E13. Redundancy, in industry terms, is the duplication of critical components or functions of a 
system with the intention of increasing reliability of the system, usually in the case of  a 
backup or fail-safe.  CNOC and other ISPs have been referring to redundancy in the 
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context of wholesale high-speed services.  Some ISPs have also mentioned that they 
already pay for redundancy.

E14. However, the Companies have always made it clear that redundancy is not a feature 
offered for high-speed services.  The Companies' architecture was designed to allow  for 
a high level of service availability but there is no intelligence in the network to enable an 
automatic transfer of traffic when there is a failure.  If actual redundancy had been a 
requirement, a different architecture would have been used and the rates for GAS and 
AHSSPIs would be significantly higher.

E15. In the Companies' view, CNOC overemphasizes the redundancy question.  CNOC points 
to multiple failures on the Companies' network as the main reason why redundancy is 
required.  The Companies acknowledge that some of their equipment experienced 
problems over a short period earlier last year.  However, these issues have been 
resolved.  The incidents were generally isolated and the overall average availability of 
the network still met the industry's standard "five nines" availability (99.999%).  
Therefore, to the extent there were issues, these would have been related to isolated 
events and are not representative of  the majority of the AHSSPI links with the ISPs.  The 
Companies also note that a majority of ISPs do not purchase multiple AHSSPIs.  Clearly, 
for those ISPs, redundancy is not a key consideration since they did not purchase 
additional AHSSPIs even at a time when capacity was not charged to the ISPs.

E16. Even in cases where ISPs do purchase multiple AHSSPIs, this is not necessarily an 
indicator that redundancy is required.  The Companies have no means of  knowing if an 
ISP is trying to achieve a form of redundancy or if it is simply ordering more capacity for 
future growth.  The means to measure and charge ISPs based on their peak traffic are 
not available and would need to be developed.  Also, redundancy is not a feature offered 
with high-speed services and in case of  failure, capacity cannot be automatically 
transferred from one AHSSPI to another.  The Companies are concerned that 
discounting current capacity rates in order to try and address redundancy (which the 
ISPs have not factually demonstrated) would create a situation where the Companies 
would be undercompensated for capacity used on their networks and reduce ISPs' 
incentives to carefully plan for and manage their capacity.

1.06 A penalty is required

E17. With realm splitting, a penalty is required to incent ISPs to respect the rules and pay for 
capacity used for residential traffic on the Companies' network.  Vaxination itself 
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recognizes this fact in its 13 February 2012 comments.  A penalty is required because 
ISPs have the technical ability and the financial incentives to avoid capacity costs.  With 
simple auditing tools and a penalty the Companies would be able to ensure ISPs respect 
CBB implementation rules.  The Commission recently recognized in Order 2012-56 that 
applying a penalty would be appropriate but suspended its process to approve the 
Companies' proposed penalty charges until the matters raised by CNOC in its 
Application are addressed.  Therefore, at the outcome of this proceeding, the 
Companies believe that the Commission should reinitiate the proceeding (associated 
with the Companies' proposed penalty charges) in order to allow  the Companies to offer 
CBB with an appropriate penalty.

1.07 Issues beyond the scope of this proceeding should be disregarded

E18. The scope of  this proceeding was clearly established in a 3 February 2012 Commission 
staff  letter.  In that letter, Commission staff sought comments from interested parties on 
three specific issues:  i) CNOC's 4 January 2012 Part 1 Application; ii) the use of a single 
realm to support traffic splitting in conjunction with a 10% reduction in the access rate for 
business GAS as a longer term solution; and, iii) other economic solutions that address 
traffic splitting.

E19. Despite this, CNOC and MTS Allstream have taken the opportunity presented by the 
13 February 2012 round of  comments to introduce issues that are clearly beyond the 
current scope of  this proceeding, namely the relative size of the mark-up on wholesale 
business access rates and the costing/rating of the Companies' 1 Gbps interface.  
Clearly, both these topics are beyond the scope of  this proceeding and the interveners' 
comments in this regard should be disregarded.

1.08 Conclusion:  CNOC's Part 1 Application should be denied in its entirety

E20. CNOC's Part 1 Application sought relief  from certain key aspects of the Companies' 
proposed implementation plan.  In particular, CNOC objected to:  (i) the requirement for 
realm splitting and instead proposed the use of  dynamic RADIUS servers and a 
requirement for the Companies to provide real-time mapping between the ISPs' end-
users usernames and associated telephone numbers (for auditing purposes); (ii) the 
inability of  ISPs to order capacity and manage it dynamically across multiple AHSSPIs; 
(iii) the length of the capacity ordering intervals proposed by the Companies; and lastly, 
(iv) CNOC stated that ISPs should not be charged for 155 Mbps of capacity on legacy 
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OC-3 interfaces since in CNOC's view, those interfaces only support 130 Mbps of  IP 
traffic.

E21. In response to CNOC's Part 1 statements in relation to the potential impacts of 
implementing realm splitting for CBB, the Commission mandated an interim regime 
providing ISPs the ability to benefit from discounts while not having to segregate their 
business end-user traffic from their business end-users from their residential end-user 
traffic.  The Commission requested parties' comments on adopting this model as a long 
term solution or any other economic solution.

E22. The Companies addressed each of CNOC's concerns in their 13 February 2012 
Comments and provided reasons as to why it would not be appropriate to adopt any 
economical solution.  Other parties' comments and their responses to interrogatories 
were addressed in this reply.  These provided little factual data and no new  information 
to support CNOC's arguments.  The Companies remain of  the opinion that all of  CNOC's 
requests are unfounded.  For all the foregoing reasons, the Companies submit that 
CNOC's Part 1 Application to modify the Companies' CBB implementation plan should 
be denied in its entirety.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

1. Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell Canada (collectively, 
the Companies) are in receipt of comments dated 13 February 2012 from Canadian 
Network Operators Consortium Inc. (CNOC), Cogeco Cable Inc., Quebecor Media Inc. 
and Rogers Communications Partnership (collectively, the Cable Carriers), MTS 
Allstream, Primus, Shaw  and Vaxination regarding CNOCs Part 1 Application filed 4 
January 2012 and the issues identified in a Commission staff  letter dated 3 February 
2012.  In that letter, Commission staff  requested parties to provide comments not only on 
CNOC's Part 1 Application but also the use of a single realm to support traffic splitting in 
conjunction with a 10% reduction in the access rate for business GAS (hereafter referred 
to as the "CBB on Business Model") as a longer term solution, and, other economic 
solutions that address traffic splitting.  The Companies are also in receipt of responses 
by CNOC and other parties, dated 8 March 2012, to Commission staff interrogatories.

2. The following constitutes the Companies' reply to these comments and responses to 
Commission staff interrogatories, pursuant to the procedures established in a 
Commission staff letter dated 1 March 2012, and is organized as follows:  Section 3.0 
provides a brief summary of the regulatory background to this proceeding.
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3. Section 4.0 addresses the fact that managing two models in parallel is undesirable as a 
permanent solution.  Also discussed in that section is the fact that realm splitting is not 
overly burdensome and that the Commission's alternate proposal, which the Companies 
have called "the CBB on Business Model" (see paragraph 13 below), contradicts the 
Commission's statements before the Parliamentary Committee.

4. In Section 5.0, the Companies address the need to set the right interim rate for the CBB 
on Business Model in order to properly reflect the Commission-approved mark-ups on 
business high-speed access services.

5. Section 6.0 addresses the fact that several parties have attempted to introduce matters 
which are clearly beyond the scope of  the 13 February 2012 round of comments and in 
the Companies' view, these extraneous issues should be disregarded.

6. Next, in Section 7.0, the Companies address the fact that the approved CBB model will 
require ISPs to order capacity on a per-AHSSPI basis given the realities of  the 
Companies' network architecture and in Section 8.0, the Companies address questions 
related to redundancy.

7. Section 9.0 addresses the need for a penalty and the impracticality of  the auditing 
solutions proposed by Vaxination.  In Section 10.0 the Companies address Primus's 
request that the CBB on Business Model needs to recognize the fact that some 
competitors have multiple realms that support residential and business traffic.

8. Lastly, Section 11.0 provides the Companies' conclusions.

3.0 BACKGROUND

9. In Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703, Billing practices for wholesale residential 
high-speed access services (TRP 2011-703), dated 15 November 2011, the Commission 
approved a capacity-based billing (CBB) model that effectively removed the usage costs 
from the Gateway Access Service (GAS) residential tariff per end-user access rates and 
introduced a new  network capacity charge to be ordered by Internet service providers 
(ISPs) in 100 Mbps increments.  The Commission directed the Companies to implement 
the approved capacity model on 1 February 2012.  Coincident with the issuance of  TRP 
2011-703, the Commission also issued Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704, 
Billing practices for wholesale business high-speed access services (TRP 2011-704), in 
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which the Commission found that the existing flat rate tariff  structure for business high-
speed access services that includes usage on a flat rate basis remains appropriate.

10. Today, ISPs aggregate their traffic from multiple services on their AHSSPIs and thereby 
often combine residential and business traffic.  As a result of  the application of CBB for 
residential and not business traffic, in cases where ISPs co-mingle residential and 
business traffic on the same AHSSPI, the need arises for the separation of residential 
and business traffic.  Alternatively, an ISP can elect to incur the residential capacity 
charge for all its traffic regardless of whether it is residential or business traffic.

11. In order to implement TRP 2011-703 in the short timelines established by the 
Commission and achieve the separation of residential and business traffic on the same 
AHSSPI, the Companies proposed, in accordance with CNOC's own proposal,8  an 
implementation plan which called for ISPs to use distinct realms for their traffic from 
business end-users and for their traffic for residential end-users.  In fact, the Companies 
went even further by also offering to ISPs, in the case of IP AHSSPIs, the option to 
segregate their business and residential traffic on their existing interfaces rather than 
having to dedicate interfaces either to business or residential use.  As noted in the 
Companies' 19 December 2012 tariff  filing,9 separation of  traffic is not required in cases 
where an ISP's traffic is exclusively residential or business traffic.  Furthermore, in cases 
where the ISP's traffic consists primarily of residential traffic with a smaller portion of 
business traffic, the ISP may elect to continue to co-mingle its residential and business 
traffic on its AHSSPI.

12. In the Companies' view, realm splitting was the only practical solution to implementing 
CBB in the two-month timeframe mandated by the Commission in TRP 2011-703.  
However, on 4 January 2012 CNOC filed an Application seeking relief  from certain key 
aspects of  the Companies' proposed implementation plan.  Specifically, CNOC objected 
to:  (i) the requirement for realm splitting and instead proposed the use of  dynamic 
RADIUS servers and a requirement for the Companies to provide real-time mapping 
between the ISPs' end-users usernames and associated telephone numbers (for 
auditing purposes); (ii) the inability of  ISPs to order capacity and manage it dynamically 
across multiple AHSSPIs; (iii) the length of  the capacity ordering intervals proposed by 
the Companies; and lastly, (iv) CNOC stated that ISPs should not be charged for 155 
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Mbps of capacity on legacy OC-3 interfaces since in CNOC's view, those interfaces only 
support 130 Mbps of  IP traffic.  The Companies responded to CNOC's objections in their 
13 February 2012 comments.

13. As a result of CNOC's 4 January 2012 Application, the Commission initiated a process 
seeking comments from all parties regarding the implementation date for the approved 
capacity model.  As a result of  the comments received, the Commission issued Telecom 
Decision CRTC 2012-60 (Decision 2012-60) on 27 January 2012 in which the 
Commission determined that implementation of TRP 2011-703 should proceed on 1 
February 2012 but that the terms and conditions of  the approved capacity model be 
made interim as of 1 February 2012 pending resolution of  CNOC's Application.  In 
addition, in recognition of the perceived disruption to end-users and ISPs that would be 
caused by the Companies' implementation of realm splitting, the Commission also 
introduced a parallel interim regime whereby ISPs could choose how  they wish to be 
billed during the interim period.  Following Decision 2012-60, ISPs could choose to be 
billed in accordance with implementation of the approved capacity model proposed by 
the Companies (i.e., realm splitting) or to be billed in accordance with a modified 
approved capacity model that allows ISPs to use a single realm to support both 
residential and business traffic, whereby CBB rates apply to both residential and 
business traffic and the monthly business access rate GAS is reduced by 10% (the CBB 
on Business Model).

14. In light of this significant development, the Companies requested that the process for 
responding to CNOC's 4 January 2012 Application be modified to allow  parties to also 
comment on the appropriateness of the introduction of this parallel regime as well as the 
appropriateness of  using the CBB on Business Model as a longer term solution.  
Commission staff  agreed and modified the process by expanding the comment phase 
associated with CNOC's 4 January 2012 Application to also include comments on the 
CBB on Business Model as well as any other potential economic solutions for traffic 
splitting.  Comments were submitted by CNOC, the Cable Carriers, MTS Allstream, 
Primus, Shaw and Vaxination on 13 February 2012.

15. Finally, to assist the Commission in its determinations, Commission staff  posed several 
requests for information to CNOC and other parties in a letter dated 23 February 2012 
regarding ISPs' redundancy and load balancing requirements as well as other aspects of 
ISPs' interconnection with the incumbents.  CNOC provided responses to these requests 
for information on 8 March 2012.
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16. Pursuant to the procedures established in a Commission staff letter dated 1 March 2012, 
the following constitutes the Companies' reply to the 13 February 2012 comments from 
the parties identified above as well as CNOC's and other parties' 8 March 2012 
responses to Commission staff interrogatories.

4.0 MANAGING TWO MODELS IN PARALLEL IS UNDESIRABLE AS A PERMANENT 
SOLUTION

17. In its comments dated 13 February 2012, CNOC supports the adoption of  a permanent 
economic solution that allows ISPs to choose between either the flat rate business 
model approved in TRP 2011-704 or the CBB on Business Model introduced by the 
Commission in Decision 2012-60.  Primus also supports the economic solution for traffic 
splitting set out by the Commission in Decision 2012-60 as a permanent solution 
(subject to two modifications discussed in other sections below), but remains silent on 
the business flat rate model approved in TRP 2011-704.

18. In the Companies' view, having two models in parallel will simply undermine the goal 
behind the application of  the CBB model.  The CBB on Business Model allows ISPs who 
decide not to split their traffic to benefit from a 10% discount for their business end-users 
to account for what the Commission referred to as "potential double-counting for 
business usage".  However, the Companies believe there is no such double-counting of 
usage.  Since the Commission offered ISPs this option, not one of  the ISPs that 
subsequently cancelled their planned realm splitting as a result of the Decision (i.e., 
ISPs that had planned to realm split their traffic but chose not to and instead sought to 
take advantage of  the 10% discount on the business access rates), has ordered 
additional CBB.  What this clearly indicates is that the capacity these ISPs had ordered 
from the Companies initially for their residential customers is also sufficient to address 
the traffic for their business end-users.  This is likely explained by the fact that business 
end-user traffic typically tends to peak during the day as opposed to during the evening 
like most residential traffic does.  In effect, the Commission has ordered a windfall for 
ISPs with business end-users.

19. The Companies submit that the Commission should not mandate two options for 
business end-users on a regulated basis (the business flat rate model approved in 
TRP 2011-704 and the CBB on Business Model).  Mandating two options will only 
exacerbate the arbitrage opportunity.  ISPs with low  volume users will choose the CBB 
option.  ISPs with high volume users will choose the unlimited option.  The usage 
assumptions built into the existing business GAS rate are based on average users, not 
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only high users.  Adopting the two models would require a complete rethink of the 
assumed average usage for the unlimited usage option.  The existing business access 
rate would clearly have to be increased significantly.  But whatever rate is ultimately 
chosen, the ISPs would always be able to arbitrage the difference between these two 
rates in order to decrease their payments to the Companies.

4.01 Realm Splitting Is Not Overly Burdensome

20. The Commission's decision to introduce the CBB on Business Model in Decision 201260 
was precipitated by CNOCs claim that realm splitting "is extremely disruptive and costly 

for independent ISP end-users to implement".10   CNOC attempts to portray the 

separation of  traffic as an insurmountable implementation issue alluding that this issue 
was not considered by the Commission prior to issuing its decision.  The Companies 
note that, on the contrary, this issue was highlighted to the Commission and was also 
discussed at the hearing.  In particular, CNOC was well aware that it was highly probable 
the Commission would approve capacity or usage charges to be applied on residential 
traffic but not on business traffic and thus, that traffic would need to be segregated.  The 
Companies further note that the Aggregated Volume Pricing (AVP) model they proposed 
would not have required any separating of  business and residential traffic while the 95th 
percentile and MTS Allstream capacity-based models both require the separation of 
traffic.  The Companies specifically asked CNOC in an interrogatory what it planned to 
do to separate traffic to implement the 95th percentile model to which CNOC proposed 
that traffic could be separated on different interfaces "based on the classification of end-
user connections."

21. Moreover, during the oral proceeding, Commissioner Molnar acknowledged that ISPs did 
not necessarily segregate their business traffic from their residential traffic and enquired 
whether Primus, one of CNOC's members, would be prepared to do so, to which Mr. 
Stein on behalf of Primus responded that, although not optimal, they would be prepared.

COMMISSIONER MOLNAR:  So you would be prepared to, if you needed 
dedicated circuits 
MR. STEIN:  Yes.
COMMISSIONER MOLNAR:   dedicated links to residence, then that would be 
reasonable?
MR. STEIN:  If I had to choose an ISP and put only bus on one set and res on 
another, I would be  in doing that I would be denied a very effective, very 
commonplace in telecom approach, of taking the capacity that I have purchased 
and using it very effectively.  You know, you can point to many examples over the 
years.
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COMMISSIONER MOLNAR:  I do understand it would not be your optimal 
choice.
MR. STEIN:  That's right.
COMMISSIONER MOLNAR:  But you would be prepared for that?
MR. STEIN:  I would have to look at it closely but if that's 
COMMISSIONER MOLNAR:  Yeah, you need to think about it.
MR. STEIN:  I would be prepared.11

22. Clearly, the separation of business and residential traffic was considered during the 
proceeding leading to TRP 2011-703 and it was equally clear at the time that this 
separation would entail some costs and implementation efforts by the ISPs themselves.  
CNOC is now  attempting to transfer all the costs and effort onto the Companies, no 
matter how unreasonable its proposed solutions might be.

23. The Companies note that CNOC has provided no factual evidence to support its 
arguments on the complexity of  realm splitting or with regard to the number of  end-users 
that would be affected.  CNOC relies instead on broad statements that the Companies' 
proposed implementation is burdensome and would require months or potentially years 
to implement.  As

indicated in their Comments, the Companies estimated that only         #% of their total GAS end-

user base would be affected by realm splitting.12  Clearly, the implementation of  traffic splitting is 

not as difficult as CNOC is claiming and does not justify the introduction of  an economic 
solution.

24. It must be clarified that realm splitting is not something new  and not all end-users need 
to change realms.  In fact, many ISPs have already established multiple realms (there 
are over
       # active realms for a total       # ISPs on the Companies' network) and thus, already 
have demonstrated the means to separate their residential traffic from their business 
traffic, or for whatever other purposes ISPs have deemed appropriate.

25. If an ISP determines that some of  its end-users must change realms, it would provide 
the end-users which must change realms with new  IDs associated with a realm which 
the ISP would have previously identified for business or residential use only.  The ISP 
would then communicate with its end-users to ask them to change their IDs.  Some ISPs 
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even have the ability to remotely change such IDs on behalf  of  their customers.  Within 
moments from login, end-users can resume transmitting traffic.  The Companies 
disagree with CNOC that this process "would require months if not years to complete in 
an orderly fashion."  While the Companies recognize this takes some coordination time, 
changing IDs is a rather simple step which is no more complicated than changing a 
password on a router.

26. CNOC also argues that acquiring additional realms will be very costly and that the total 
number of realms that can be made available by the Companies poses another 
constraining factor.  In response, the Companies note that they are prepared to waive 
the charges for ISPs that need additional realms in order to segregate their traffic and 
that those ISPs can double the number of  realms for free, if  the need is demonstrated for 
the implementation of CBB.

# Filed in confidence with the CRTC.
4.02 The CBB on Business Model Applied As a Longer Term Solution Contradicts the 

Commission's Statements Before the Parliamentary Committee

27. In addition to the fact that realm splitting is not overly burdensome, the Companies 
reiterate the point that applying the CBB on Business Model on a permanent basis 
contradicts the statements made by the Commission before the Parliamentary 
Committee that was called upon to assess the issue of usage charges.

28. During this review, the Companies, represented by Mr. Mirko Bibic, reassured the 
Parliamentary Committee that the charges were not meant to apply to business traffic:

First, Bell has applied usage-based billing for retail Internet services we offer in 
our competitive footprint since December 2006.

With respect to another general misunderstanding, I also want to point out that 
the CRTC decision does not impact Internet services for businesses, large or 
small.13

29. Similarly, the CRTC Chairman, reassured the Parliamentary Committee that charges 
would not be applied on business traffic:
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Now  you should know  that nearly all large distributors have introduced usage-
based billing for their residential customers—Bell, for example, adopted this 
billing practice in 2006.  And I would like to point out that usage-based billing 
applies only to residential customers; it does not apply to business customers
…
Let me now  address our usage-based billing decisions. I would ask that you keep 
in mind that this billing practice applies only to residential customers and not to 
businesses.
…
Secondly, in terms of Internet traffic, there are no caps for business.  If  you want 
a business, you go and you make your deal with your provider, depending on 
your use.  We're talking only about residential here, and I made that clear.
…
First of  all, we're only talking about residential.  We're not talking about 
commercial, okay?  This is the decision before us. 
…
The business market does not have caps. It is on a one-to-one basis with each 
business. They negotiate how  much a business would need and negotiate the 
price for it.  For consumers you don't do it on a one-to-one basis.  Basically there 
are different menus and you ask them to choose from it because of the sheer 
numbers.14

30. Thus, proposing any model which imposes charges on business traffic would be 
inconsistent with the Commission's recent statements meant to alleviate the 
Parliamentary Committee's concerns regarding the implementation of  economic ITMPs 
as well as the Commission's own recent directive in TRP 2011-704.

31. For all the reasons stated above, the Companies submit that neither two parallel regimes 
nor the CBB on Business Model on its own represent the right permanent solution to the 
issue of realm splitting and request final approval of  their proposed implementation of 
CBB and any proposal that would purport to apply CBB on business traffic should be 
rejected.

5.0 SETTING THE RIGHT INTERIM RATE FOR THE CBB ON BUSINESS MODEL

32. In addition to supporting the CBB on Business Model on a permanent basis, CNOC and 
Primus also submit that the reduction in monthly business access rates needs to be re-
examined to remove all the traffic sensitive costs from the rates.

33. In the Companies' view, the CBB on Business Model should only be viewed as an 
interim solution.  Even so, the Companies submit that the interim 10% should be 
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adjusted to the proper business access rate that excludes usage, as further explained 
below.

34. In setting a business access rate which excludes the usage component, the Commission 
needs to consider the following factors.  First, the Commission has approved rates for 
wholesale high-speed access services for business that have a higher mark-up than 
residential wholesale high-speed access services.  Thus, the Commission has rejected 
the notion that the mark-up for business and residential are the same.  Second, in 
setting a rate for business access which excludes the usage component, the 
Commission must ensure that the resulting rate is revenue neutral compared to the 
revenue generated from the existing approved business rate for both fibre-to-the-node 
(FTTN) and legacy GAS (which include access and usage).  In setting a final rate for the 
interim period, the Commission must consider that business usage revenue will be 
captured in the CBB rate.  This rate reflects the residential mark-up of      #%.  The mark-
up the Commission has approved for business is       #%.  Therefore, the business 
revenue will be

# Filed in confidence with the CRTC.
short by the amount equal to     #% mark-up on usage (business mark-up of        #% on usage 
less the mark-up in the CBB of     #%).  To ignore this reality and set the business access rate at 
costs plus the      #% mark-up will effectively result in an unwarranted price decrease to the 
benefit of ISPs. The Companies note the Commission's 10% price decrease appears to a rough 
estimate of  such a calculation but the Commission should adopt a principled approach 
consistent with approved mark-ups rather than applying "rough justice" through a 10% 
decrease.

35. As described in further detail in the Companies' comments, the Commission can achieve 
revenue neutrality by incorporating the missing      #% mark-up from business usage by 
increasing the business access rate in the amount equal to the     #% mark-up on 
business usage.  The Commission must factor in the missing mark-up in the calculation 
of the business access rate to achieve the desired results of maintaining revenue 
neutrality in a permanent rate for business access.

6.0 ISSUES BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THIS PROCEEDING SHOULD BE 
DISREGARDED

36. Both CNOC and MTS Allstream have taken the opportunity presented by the 
13 February 2012 round of  comments to introduce an issue that is clearly beyond the 
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current scope of this proceeding – namely, the mark-up on wholesale business access 
rates.  CNOC itself  acknowledges that this topic is beyond the scope of the current 

proceeding15 but nevertheless goes on to request that the Commission reduce the mark-

up on wholesale business access rates to match the mark-up included in wholesale 
residential access rates.

37. The Companies are in complete agreement with CNOC that the issue of mark-up is 
beyond the scope of  the current proceeding.  Indeed, the scope of the proceeding was 
clearly established in a 3 February 2012 Commission staff  letter.  In that letter, 
Commission staff sought comments from interested parties on three specific issues:  i) 
CNOC's 4 January 2012 Part 1 Application; ii) the use of  a single realm to support traffic 
splitting in conjunction with a 10% reduction in the access rate for business GAS as a 
longer term solution; and, iii) other

# Filed in confidence with the CRTC.
economic solutions that address traffic splitting.  Clearly, the mark-up on wholesale business 
access rates does not fall into any of  the three categories and accordingly, CNOC's and MTS 
Allstream's comments should be dismissed.

38. In addition to the issue of  mark-up, MTS Allstream also introduces another topic that is 
completely extraneous to the current proceeding.  At paragraph 3 of  MTS Allstream's 
comments, MTS Allstream requests that the Commission direct the Companies to file a 
revised rate for a stand-alone 1 Gbps interface.  As demonstrated in the paragraph 
above, the costing and rating of a 1 Gbps interface is also not within the scope of  this 
proceeding and accordingly, MTS Allstream's comments in this matter should be 
dismissed.

39. Lastly, at paragraph 5 of  MTS Allstream's comments, MTS Allstream makes the claim 
that Bell's wholesale residential rates effectively surpass its retail rate.  Further, at 
paragraph 10, MTS Allstream provides a calculation of the cost per user, per month for a 
16 Mbps customer using hypothetical usage assumptions combined with Commission-
approved residential access and CBB rates.

40. It appears to the Companies that MTS Allstream's comments are, in effect, an attempt to 
review  and vary the cost-based rates approved by the Commission in Decision 
2011-703.  If that is the case, then MTS Allstream should follow  the well established 
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procedures for filing its own Part 1 Application of the Decision.  These comments, which 
appear to question the validity of  the rates established by the Commission in the 
approved capacity model, are clearly out of scope of the current proceeding.  
Accordingly, MTS Allstream's comments in this regard should be dismissed.

7.0 CAPACITY MUST BE ORDERED ON A PER INTERFACE BASIS DUE TO THE 
REALITIES OF THE NETWORK

7.01 Managing Traffic and Ordering Sufficient Capacity Increments

41. Vaxination argues that because ISPs must use realm splitting to segregate their 
business and residential traffic and because capacity must be ordered on a per AHSSPI 

basis, ISPs need to purchase more capacity than they actually need.16   Vaxination 

begins with a high level description of  the Companies' wholesale high-speed architecture 
and explains that because each AHSSPI port is separate, "it was easier for Bell Canada 
to apply rate limits to each individual port (causing the problems expressed by 

CNOC)".17  Vaxination also states that because Bell cannot apply a single rate limit on all 

ports (instead, capacity must be divided among AHSSPIs),18 it is one reason which may 

force ISPs to purchase more capacity than they actually need.

42. CNOC also alleges that ordering capacity on a per interface basis is an issue.  In its 
response to an interrogatory, it describes for one of  its large ISP members how 
additional capacity is ordered:

Due to the way that traffic is distributed across the 23 AHSSPIs leased by the 
company, the capacity available on each link must be the same.  Therefore, 
under the new  capacity model, a 100 Mbps upgrade is in reality a 23 times 100 
Mbps upgrade for the company.19

43. The Companies have previously explained in their Comments that ISPs must order 
capacity in increments on a per AHSSPI basis because capacity in the network is not 
managed on an aggregate basis across multiple AHSSPIs located in various routing and 
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16 Vaxination, 13 February 2012 Comments, paragraph 28.

17 Vaxination, 13 February 2012 Comments, paragraph 19.

18 The Companies note that, for simplicity, an ISP can decide to evenly  distribute capacity  increments across all of  
its  AHSSPIs but this is not a requirement.  The ISP selects which realms should be associated with specific 
AHSSPIs and consequently, the number of  capacity  increments would vary  accordingly.  It is up to the ISP to 
make these planning decisions.

19  See page 8 of CNOC(CRTC)23Feb12-1.



switching equipment and in different central offices.20   The Companies did not simply 

decide that capacity should be ordered on a per AHSSPI basis because it was "easier" 
but rather because this is the only technical solution available.

44. The Companies also explained in their response to The Companies(CRTC)23Feb12-1 
CNOC Part 1 that it is the ISP's responsibility to identify which realms must be 
associated with each of their AHSSPIs:

ISPs determine which realms should be associated to which AHSSPIs and 
advise the Companies accordingly so that the LNS IP addresses can be 
appropriately associated with ISPs' AHSSPIs.  Some ISPs, for simplicity, prefer to 
allow  the traffic from all their realms to flow  to any of their AHSSPIs.  Other ISPs 
have a more sophisticated approach.  These ISPs allow  only some realms on 
some of their AHSSPIs.  This approach is typically used to segregate traffic (for 
example the traffic of  business customers) from the rest of their traffic.  By 
allowing only some end-users on selected AHSSPIs, the ISP can control the 
maximum number of end-users sharing the same interface.  The following 
diagram depicts the flow of traffic for an ISP's traffic.  

In the particular example, the end-users' traffic would flow as follows:
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User 1 and User 3:
- Traffic would flow  to one of the LNS servers connected to AHSSPI #2 or one of  the LNS 

servers connected to AHSSPI #3.

User 2, User 4 and User 5:
- Traffic would flow to one of the LNS servers connected to AHSSPI #1.

User 6:
- Traffic would flow to one of the LNS servers connected to AHSSPI #4.

45. The ISP with 23 AHSSPIs, in the example that CNOC provided, could have decided to 
send some of its traffic on some interfaces and not on others, thereby obviating the need 
to purchase equal amounts of  capacity on each AHSSPI.  Alternatively, if for simplicity, 
the ISP chooses to distribute all of  its traffic across all of its AHSSPIs then it becomes 
necessary to order equal capacity increments for all of its interfaces.  To avoid this 
situation, the ISP must manage its traffic and make design decisions.  These are traffic 
management decisions that ISPs (especially large ones) are able to make.  The 
Companies believe that this was precisely the Commission's intent when it stated:

54. With respect to CNOC's concern that independent service providers would be 
required to estimate and predetermine capacity under the MTS Allstream 
capacity model, the Commission considers that such a requirement appropriately 
shifts to the independent service providers the risk and responsibility associated 
with planning and managing the impact their customers will have on the network 
providers' networks. This contrasts with the 95th percentile capacity model, 
where the network provider would assume all responsibility to predict and 
manage the independent service provider's usage of its shared network.21

7.02 Link Aggregation Is Not A Viable Solution

46. Vaxination recommends the use of link aggregation to manage links as one link to avoid 

having to order capacity on a per AHSSPI basis.22

47. In response, the Companies note that link aggregation is a functionality which allows 
network operators to logically group multiple physical links together to look like one link.  
This functionality has only been implemented by the Companies in very limited cases 
due to its complexity.  It is not in use for AHSSPI links and the Companies note that MTS 
Allstream supports the Companies' position in its 13 February 2012 comments, stating 
that the capability to purchase capacity dynamically to one or more interfaces is "well 
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beyond the functionality that MTS Allstream provides for its own retail Internet 
services".23

48. As noted already by the Companies in their 13 February 2012 comments, it is not 
possible to use link aggregation on AHSSPIs located on different line cards, routers or 
switches in order to manage them as one big pipe.  To apply link aggregation, the 
AHSSPIs must be located on a single line card to be managed together.  However, in the 
Companies' network, AHSSPIs are provisioned on a basis that assigns them on the next 
available port in the equipment that has spare space.  To now  try and group AHSSPIs on 
a single line card to manage them in an aggregated fashion would be extremely costly.24

49. The Companies also noted that link aggregation is very complex to implement.  The 
Companies have deployed link aggregation in their networks only in very limited cases; 
between same-vendor boxes or after extensive testing.  The main reason for this is that 
the link aggregation standard is very flexible and allows a multitude of implementation 
variants.  Thus, each vendor supports link aggregation in its own slightly unique manner.  
Some vendor hardware supports link aggregation on all ports of  a line card or a sub-
group of ports on the same line card but older hardware does not support link 
aggregation at all.  Because the Companies have over 100 ISP customers with various 
types of  equipment, it would not be realistic to apply link aggregation.  Cogeco, QMI and 

Rogers25  also acknowledged the Companies' concerns regarding the complexity of 

implementing link aggregation to manage capacity on interconnecting links between 
facilities-based service providers and ISPs.

50. Furthermore, a number of  ISPs also purchase other services from the Companies that 
utilize the same AHSSPI.  For example, the HSA service or Ethernet Interconnect, are 
added to the ISP's GAS traffic after the traffic policing has been applied at the 
Distribution Router.  As such, the traffic must transit via an additional Ethernet switch.  If 
link aggregation was applied, it would be initiated between the Companies' distribution 
router and the ISP's equipment.  If there is an Ethernet switch in between, as in the case 
of an ISP that purchases other services from the Companies, then link aggregation will 
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make space.

25  See Cogeco(CRTC)23Feb12-4 – CNOC 4Jan2012 Part  1 Application,  Quebecor Média(CRTC)23fév2012-4 
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not work.  It is not a technology limitation but simply how  the link aggregation standard 
has been defined.

51. Vaxination further suggests that when 10 GigE interfaces are made available, these 
issues will disappear.  However, the Companies note that less than a handful of ISP 
have traffic levels that would warrant ordering 10 GigE interfaces.  Furthermore, ISPs 
may order more than one 10 GigE interface and request that they be located in different 
equipment and another central office.

52. The Companies reiterate that the technical and implementation issues related to link 
aggregation in the context of CBB are significant and, as Vaxination points out, ISPs 
would still need to implement realm splitting to segregate their traffic.  Therefore, link 
aggregation should not be considered.

7.03 Dynamic Allocation Of Bandwidth Is Not A Viable Alternative

53. Primus stated that it is in full agreement with CNOC's request that the Companies (and 
MTS Allstream) be directed to allow  competitors to allocate purchased capacity 
dynamically across multiple AHSSPIs.  Otherwise, in the opinion of CNOC and Primus, 
competitors will be forced to pay for capacity that will never be used in order to establish 
redundancy and load balancing functionalities.

54. In response, the Companies first note that, although CNOC in its Part 1 Application 
recommended that bandwidth be dynamically allocated between interfaces, it appears 
now  that CNOC has given surprisingly little thought to how  its technical solution could, in 
fact, be implemented.  In its 8 March 2012 response to the Commission's question of 
how dynamic allocation of capacity could be implemented, CNOC answered that: 

There are two possible overall approaches to address this type of  implementation 
issue. One is technical and the other is economic. CNOC has not yet 
determined the details of a technical solution. If  such a solution is too 
complex, then an economic solution would be appropriate.26 [Emphasis added]

55. The Companies examined in detail in their Comments the use of  dynamic RADIUS.  
While such a solution may provide the ability to dynamically allocate bandwidth, the 

Companies identified numerous issues rendering the solution completely unusable.27
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56. CNOC then goes on to propose two economic alternatives to implement CBB.  A first 
alternative simply amounts to asking that the Commission implement the 95th percentile 
model used by other services:

One that is common in other traffic transport contexts, is for incumbents to allow 
wholesale customers to buy capacity on an aggregated basis and for the 
incumbents not to constrain network use if  that capacity is exceeded, but simply 
to charge each ISP a higher (but still reasonable) rate for any peak burst above 
its aggregate contracted capacity.  This contracted capacity would still be 
purchased in 100Mbps increments to align with the approved model.28

57. CNOC would like ISPs to be able to correlate the pre-purchased CBB to their peak 
usage across all interfaces rather than pay for the capacity of their links.  This effectively 
is the 95th percentile model that the Companies described in their response to 
The Companies(CRTC29Apr11-5 TNC 2011-77.  The Companies mentioned that this 
billing model is applied to certain wholesale and retail services they offer such as ICS 
(Internet Interconnect Service) and Business Internet Dedicated (BID).  In its proposal, 
CNOC, in particular, refers to the option that customers have of ordering a total 
aggregate amount of capacity to be used at any of  their locations.  In this type of 
scenario, the Companies have to provision the total aggregate amount of  capacity into 
their core/backbone networks for each of  the customers' locations since they do not 
know  where the capacity could end up being used.  This requires the Companies to 
overprovision their network at the interfaces and into the core/backbone network in order 
to be able to accommodate for this potential capacity (or alternatively lower their 
oversubscription rates which means that a lesser number of  ports can be provisioned in 
the Companies' equipment).  The customers are charged for the total aggregate capacity 
for each of the locations.

58. In the same interrogatory response, the Companies also provided a list of 
implementation issues associated with 95th percentile model which the Commission 
specifically made note of  in its ruling in TRP 2011-703 when it rejected this model in 
favour of  the CBB model.  These implementation issues associated with the use of  the 
95th percentile model remain today.  Applying an economic solution, as proposed by 
CNOC, would only be possible if  the Companies were to measure the peak traffic of 
each ISP.  Such an implementation would necessitate significant changes to adapt the 
Companies' systems.  As mentioned previously, the measurements are performed today 
on an unsupported and end-of-life platform and billing is performed manually.  It would 
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not be appropriate for the Companies to be mandated an economic solution that 
introduces the 95th percentile model with all its associated problems.

59. CNOC also proposes a second alternative that capacity charges be reduced so low 
(CNOC proposes $1.00 to $4.00 per Mbps instead of the current $22.13 per Mbps) that 
"ISPs would not object to paying for redundant capacity tied to specific interfaces".  The 
Companies note that, if  the capacity on the network was no longer constrained (not 
physically capped) and the rate was reduced so low  that ISPs no longer object to buying 
capacity (and effectively no longer have to manage the capacity they use on the 
Companies' networks), then the purpose of introducing an economic ITMP which was to 
create the appropriate financial incentives for ISPs to manage their capacity while 
allowing the Companies to recover their costs will have been defeated.  In the 
Companies' view, the Commission must see these proposed economic solutions for 
what they are:  an attempt to defeat the purpose of TRP 2011-703 by either introducing 
the 95th percentile model or by pricing capacity so low  such that ISPs do not have to 
assume "the risk and responsibility associated with planning and managing the impact 
their customers will have on the network providers' networks" as deemed appropriate by 
the Commission.  CNOC's request to introduce economic alternatives should be 
rejected.

8.0 REDUNDANCY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADDRESSED DURING THE 
PROCEEDING THAT LED TO TRP 2011-703

60. The Commission's staff posed a number of interrogatories to parties regarding how 
"redundancy" is achieved for wholesale high-speed traffic in service providers' networks.  
CNOC was also asked to discuss some of  its members' redundancy needs and to 
provide data on network element failures.

61. In its response, CNOC29  pointed out the multiple failures on the Companies' Passport 

network in contrast to a relative absence of  failure on the ISP's network equipment as 
the main reason why the three members used in CNOC's examples feel they need 
redundant capacity.  The Companies note that a confidential version of the information 
specific to the members that purchase their services with Bell Canada was requested 
from CNOC's counsel.  However, this request was denied.  Thus, the Companies can 
only provide high-level comments and cannot confirm the accuracy of  the information 
submitted by CNOC.
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62. In this respect, the Companies acknowledge that some of their equipment experienced 
problems over a short period earlier last year.  However, these issues have been 
resolved.  The incidents were generally isolated and the overall average availability of 
the network still met the industry's standard "five nines" availability (99.999%).  
Therefore, to the extent there were issues, these would have been related to isolated 
events and are not representative of the majority of the AHSSPI links with the ISPs.

63. Redundancy, in industry terms, is the duplication of critical components or functions of a 
system with the intention of increasing reliability of the system, usually in the case of  a 
backup or fail-safe.  In this proceeding, CNOC and other ISPs have been referring to 
redundancy in the context of wholesale high-speed services.  Some ISPs have also 
mentioned that they already pay for redundancy.

64. However, the Companies have always made it clear that redundancy is not a feature 
offered for high-speed services.  The Companies' architecture was designed to allow  for 
a high level of service availability but there is no intelligence in the network to enable an 
automatic transfer of traffic when there is a failure.  The Companies have explained in 
detail in their interrogatory responses how  the traffic from end-users is assigned on 

AHSSPIs and what happens in case of a failure.30  In most cases, when an AHSSPI has 

failed, the traffic will eventually (under normal circumstances) be redirected to a 
functional AHSSPI if  the ISP has multiple AHSSPIs.  If  actual redundancy had been a 
requirement, a different architecture would have been used and the rates for GAS and 
AHSSPIs would be significantly higher.

65. In the Companies' view, CNOC overemphasizes the redundancy question.  At the outset, 
the Companies note that a majority of  ISPs (     #%) do not purchase multiple AHSSPIs.  
Clearly, for those ISPs, redundancy is not a key consideration because since they did 
not purchase additional AHSSPIs at a time where capacity was not charged to the ISPs.

66. Over the years, for various reasons, some ISPs have elected to purchase multiple 
AHSSPIs to try and leverage the round-robin functionality implemented by the 
Companies.  The Companies have no means of knowing if an ISP is trying to achieve a 
form of redundancy or if it is simply ordering more capacity for future growth.  The 
capacity ordered by the ISP is not set aside in case of failure (redundant systems 
normally would set aside a duplicate amount of capacity) or specifically identified as 
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capacity to be used for redundancy.  The ISP can make

# Filed in confidence with the CRTC.
use of the capacity at all times.  CNOC has implied that in order to achieve "redundancy", ISPs 
would have to pay for much more CBB capacity.  This is not the case.

67. By means of illustrating this point, an ISP with four AHSSPIs with traffic peaking around 
500 Mbps on each of the AHSSPIs does not need to purchase 1000 Mbps of  CBB on 
each interface in order to achieve "redundancy".  Obviously, not all AHSSPIs would fail 
at the same time.  If one AHSSPI fails at some point (and the Companies have 
demonstrated with factual data that the risk is low), then the ISP could order one 
additional AHSSPI with 500 Mbps CBB capacity.

68. In the example that CNOC provided for the ISP with 23 interfaces (which matches the 
profile of                 #), the Companies have measured the peak traffic on each of the 
interfaces of this customer.  #

 #
# Filed in confidence with the CRTC.
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69. CNOC is asking for significant rate reductions so that the ISP does not need to pay for 
the capacity if it was not used.  However, as indicated above, the Companies simply 
have no means of knowing if the unused capacity is truly reserved for redundancy or 
whether it is required for future growth.  The means to measure and charge ISPs based 
on their peak traffic are not available and would need to be developed.  Also, 
redundancy is not a feature offered with high-speed services; in case of  failure, capacity 
cannot be automatically transferred from one AHSSPI to another.  The Companies are 
concerned that discounting current capacity rates in order to try and address redundancy 
(which the ISPs have not factually demonstrated) would create a situation where the 
Companies would be undercompensated for capacity used on their networks and reduce 
ISPs' incentives to carefully plan for and manage their capacity.

70. For example, an ISP that purchases two 1 Gbps interfaces each with 400 Mbps of  CBB 
capacity (in this example the capacity is evenly distributed but it does not necessarily 
need to be the case if the ISP manages its capacity and correlates its realms to its 
interfaces to direct its traffic to a specific interface).  The only time the total capacity (in 
this case 800 Mbps) would be required on one of the links, is when one of the AHSSPI 
links has failed.  Therefore, the ISP would order 800 Mbps on each of  its AHSSPIs.  
Comparing the first ISP with a second ISP that has two 1 Gbps interfaces and ordered 
800 Mbps of CBB capacity on each of  its interfaces because its traffic tends to peak at 
that level.  The first ISP, concerned about redundancy, orders more capacity while the 
second ISP orders more capacity but uses it.  The first ISP may be incented to increase 
its use of the capacity because it is available and paid for (and since the network may 
not even fail).  For the second ISP, the Companies would be undercompensated for the 
capacity used if  the ISP benefits from a discount applied to anticipate redundancy.  The 
key point is that without measuring (something that the Companies are not able to do 
consistently on a real time basis for all of the AHSSPIs and can only do by sampling), 
there is no way to know  whether the ISP is ordering 800 Mbps because it is using the 
total capacity or saving it for redundancy.

71. In the Companies' view  the redundancy issue was discussed at length during the 

hearing31 and was already taken into consideration by the Commission.  Facilities-based 

providers build redundant capacity for their needs and ISPs' needs.  There is no reason 
why ISPs should not have to also pay for redundant capacity.  The Chairman even 
pointed out to CNOC that capacity for redundancy is part of the cost of doing business:
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31 Transcript,  Volume 5 and 6, CNOC at paragraphs 5357 to 5359, CNOC and Distributel at paragraphs 5411 to 
5456, BCBA at paragraphs 6356 to 6358 and Mr. Moore at paragraphs 7920 to 7926.



Mr. Rocca, that's twice now  you have made this redundant point.  I don't get it.  If 
you were building rather than leasing you would take the business risk of  building 
the redundancy or not?  If  it's not used, you have spent a lot of money for 
something that you don't need to.  Why should it be any different when you are 
leasing it?  I don't get this.

...

I asked Mr. Rocca about his question of  redundancy and he basically says:  If  I 
have to use a redundant line I will have to pay for it even if  I don't use it.  I say 
that's the risk of business, you have that whether you build or lease.  I don't know 
why because you are leasing you should get a better risk factor.32

72. For all the forgoing reasons, no changes should be applied to the CBB model in respect 
of redundancy and CNOC's request for an economical solution should be denied.

9.0 THE NEED FOR A PENALTY

73. Vaxination recognizes that with realm splitting, ISPs have the ability to game and this 
would justify the application of a penalty.  Vaxination recommends that if  the Commission 
adopts a solution that requires realm splitting, that an adjustment period to apply realm 
splitting (convert business end-users' login credentials if  necessary) be allowed as a 

period to test and fix problems before penalties kick in.33  The Companies support such 

an approach34  and in fact proposed to prolong the availability of the interim model to 

allow sufficient time for ISPs to implement realm splitting if they had not already done so.

74. As the Companies explained in previous filings, a penalty is required to incent ISPs to 
respect the rules and pay for capacity used for residential traffic on the Companies' 

network.35  A penalty is required because ISPs have the technical ability and the financial 

incentives to avoid capacity costs.  With simple auditing tools and a penalty the 
Companies would be able to ensure ISPs respect CBB implementation rules.  The 
Commission recently recognized in Order 2012-56 that applying a penalty would be 
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32 Transcript Volume 5, paragraphs 5415-5417 and 5420.

33  Vaxination 13 February 2012 Comments, paragraph 39.

34  However, the Companies disagree with Vaxination's characterization of  a legitimate use which is described at 
paragraph 40.  Login credentials should always be associated with a high-speed access.  As such, it  is  never 
acceptable for business credentials to be used on a residential high-speed access.

35  As Vaxination points out in its letter regarding the removal of  the Companies' ITMP, "many ISPs who cater to 
heavy  users have long ago implemented ways to avoid Bell Canada's throttling, those ISPs should not be seeing 
a huge change in bandwidth use."  Although, the letter was related to a different topic, it illustrates that there are 
incentives to avoid costs and some ISPs are inclined to take advantage of  the situation.  See Vaxination letter, 21 
December 2011, addressed to Bell Canada and sent to CNOC and CRTC staff members.



appropriate but suspended its process to approve the Companies' proposed penalty 
charges until the matters raised by CNOC in its Application are addressed.  Therefore, at 
the outcome of this proceeding, the Companies believe that the Commission should 
reinitiate the proceeding (associated with the Companies' Tariff  Notice) in order to allow 
the Companies to offer CBB with an appropriate penalty.

9.01 Auditing Solution for Realm Splitting

75. With respect to implementing a penalty, Vaxination also describes three options to audit 
whether ISPs are correctly using realms reserved for residential use for their residential 

traffic36:  (a) CNOC's proposed real-time mapping; (b) ISPs providing the Companies 

with business credentials; and (c) using the ISP's RADIUS servers (Dynamic RADIUS).  
However, as described below, in the Companies' view, none of these options are viable.

9.01.1 Real-Time Mapping

76. The Companies explained in their Comments that real-time mapping is not technically 
feasible because the telephone numbers of end-users do not appear in any of  the 
transactions involved to set up high-speed connections.  The use of  telephone numbers 
for auditing purposes can only be done in a non-real-time fashion such as on a monthly 
basis.

9.01.2 Dynamic Radius

In the case of  Dynamic RADIUS, Vaxination correctly points out that ISPs would be afforded 
gaming opportunities with this solution but incorrectly assumes the solution would not be costly 
to implement.  At paragraphs 62 to 71 of  their Comments, the Companies described in detail 
that replacing its current high-speed architecture with a new  Dynamic RADIUS architecture and 
developing new correlation tools for auditing would takes months and cost millions of dollars.
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36  Vaxination, 13 February 2012 Comments, paragraphs 35 to 37.



9.01.3 Vaxination's Proposed Web Portal Gateway

77. Vaxination proposes a third alternative for auditing.  The solution would require that ISPs 
provide the Companies with a list of end-user credentials for their business customers 
(i.e. usernames).  The usernames would be entered by ISPs via a portal so that when 
end-users log onto the system, the Companies' equipment would be able to determine 
that the end-user is a business end-user and verify whether it is correctly using a 
business realm.

78. This proposed auditing solution is problematic for several reasons.  First, as the 
Companies have previously mentioned, handling real-time information to correlate the 
telephone number of end-users and their username is not technically feasible.  Second, 
if the solution was implemented on a non-real-time basis, the Companies' equipment is 
not configured to look at each end-user's username as they log on, it is designed to steer 
ISP traffic simply based on realm names.  Vaxination's proposed solution would mean 
important BAS, RADIUS and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
configuration modifications and significant development work.  The portal to accept 
business credentials that Vaxination refers to does not exist and would have to be 
developed.  Overall, this solution, which can only be applied in non-real-time, would 
likely cost millions of dollars and does not add value compared to the simple auditing 
solution the Companies have proposed.

79. For all these reasons, Vaxination's auditing solutions should be disregarded.

10.0 INTERIM CBB ON BUSINESS MODEL ACCOMMODATES ISPS WITH MULITPLE 
DOMAINS

80. Primus also proposes that any permanent CBB on Business Model needs to recognize 
the fact that some competitors have multiple realms that support residential and 
business traffic and that therefore the Commission's proposal in Decision 2012-60 needs 
to be modified to remove the reference to a single realm and instead refer to ISPs using 
realms that support both residential and business traffic.

81. In response, the Companies note that in their tariff pages issued 8 February 2012 
reflecting Decision 2012-60, the Companies have already addressed the concerns 
expressed by Primus.  Specifically, Item 5410.3 (r) and Item 5440.3(p) of Bell Aliant's 
and Bell Canada's tariffs state the following:
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As any domain or AHSSPI which carries Residence GAS or Residence GAS-
FTTN traffic is subject to Capacity charges, customers may establish separate 
domains or AHSSPIs for Residence and Business traffic when purchasing an IP 
AHSSPI (the CBB model).  Alternatively, where a customer has a mix of 
residence and business traffic, the customer may choose to use a single domain 
(or multiple domains that may mix residential and business traffic) for all of 
its residence and business traffic…[Emphasis added].

11.0 CONCLUSION

82. CNOC's Part 1 Application sought relief  from certain key aspects of the Companies' 
proposed implementation plan.  In particular, CNOC objected to:  (i) the requirement for 
realm splitting and instead proposed the use of  dynamic RADIUS servers and a 
requirement for the Companies to provide real-time mapping between the ISPs' end-
users usernames and associated telephone numbers (for auditing purposes); (ii) the 
inability of  ISPs to order capacity and manage it dynamically across multiple AHSSPIs; 
(iii) the length of the capacity ordering intervals proposed by the Companies; and lastly, 
(iv) CNOC stated that ISPs should not be charged for 155 Mbps of capacity on legacy 
OC-3 interfaces since in CNOC's view, those interfaces only support 130 Mbps of  IP 
traffic.

83. In response to CNOC's Part 1 statements in relation to the potential impacts of 
implementing realm splitting for CBB, the Commission mandated an interim regime 
providing ISPs the ability to benefit from discounts while not having to segregate their 
business end-user traffic from their business end-users from their residential end-user 
traffic.  The Commission requested parties' comments on adopting this model as a long 
term solution or any other economic solution.

84. The Companies addressed each of CNOC's concerns in their 13 February 2012 
Comments and provided reasons as to why it would not be appropriate to adopt any 
economical solution.  Other parties' comments and their responses to interrogatories 
were addressed in this reply.  These provided little factual data and no new  information 
to support CNOC's arguments.  The Companies remain of  the opinion that all of  CNOC's 
requests are unfounded.  For all the foregoing reasons, the Companies submit that 
CNOC's Part 1 Application to modify the Companies' CBB implementation plan should 
be denied in its entirety. 

85. As previously noted in the Companies' comments, the Companies acknowledge that the 
implementation of  realm splitting by ISPs, although not cost prohibitive, may take some 
time to implement.  In light of the fact that the Companies' CBB solution is already in 
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effect and implemented and given that there is a parallel model to accommodate those 
ISPs that have not yet segregated their traffic, the Companies propose that the Interim 
regime (including allowing ISPs to either choose the realm splitting model, or the CBB on 
Business Model) be extended for a maximum period of one year from the 
implementation deadline of  1 February 2012 (i.e., until 1 February 2013).  This should 
provide those ISPs who would wish to segregate their traffic, but could not by the 1 
February 2012 with sufficient time to implement realm splitting.  To be clear, at the end of 
that period, all ISPs that have a mix of both residential and business end-users would be 
required to have instituted realm splitting if  they wish to avoid paying CBB on their 
business traffic.  After that date, the discount on business access rates for end-users 
that are carried over CBB charged realms would cease to apply.

*** End of Document ***
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